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Airfix recently released its 1/48 Junkers Ju87B-1 Stuka

(#A07114). The B-1 variant of the Junkers dive bomber was the

first mass produced version of the iconic aircraft. Inspired by

American dive bombers, the Ju87 Stuka first flew in 1935 and saw

combat in 1936 as part of the German volunteer Condor Legion in

the Spanish Civil War. During that war, tactics were further devel-

oped and the Jericho Trumpet—a wing-mounted siren—was

added as a terroristic weapon. The aircraft, with its inverted gull

wing and fixed landing gear, was the only dive bomber capable of

a truly vertical dive since it had an automatic recovery in case the

pilot blacked out from the G-forces.

The kit contains eight sprues of parts, molded in gray and

clear plastic. It features a fully detailed engine which can be dis-

played with open cowl panels. The gun bays in the wing can be

opened, with separate covers, to display the detailed weapons.

The cockpit is nicely detailed, with the option of open or closed

canopies. The control surfaces can be positioned as desired and

the dive brakes can be position either stowed or deployed. Bombs

are included for underwing ordnance and the kit contains both

weighted and full rounded tires depending on a static or inflight

display. 

The kit comes with illustrated instructions, with painting and

decal placement guides, as well as decals for either an early

German WWII version or a Spanish Civil War version in Condor

Legion markings.

Dragon has released its 1/35 scale Bergepanzer 38t Hetzer

mit 2cm Flak 38 (#DRA-6399). By 1943, the German Army

attempted to create makeshift anti-aircraft installations on various

vehicles. The Hetzer was a pre-war Czechoslovakian design that

saw service on all fronts, with variants produced up until the very

last days of the war. The Bergepanzer 38t Hetzer had an open top

superstructure, typically operated with a four-man crew and was

used primarily as a tank recovery vehicle. This particular modifica-

tion of the Hetzer was actually designed to serve as a reconnais-

sance vehicle, apparently with the capability to protect infantry

troops from an aircraft attack, but was only produced as a proto-

type.

The kit includes new parts for the upper hull and length-and-

link styrene tracks, which are molded with the subtle sag com-

monly seen on German tracked vehicles of World War II. The kit

features a detailed engine compartment and transmission box, as

well as the 20mm Flak gun and welded steel platform mount. The

fighting compartment features driver controls, as well as ammuni-

tion drums and other details. The Flak 38 single barrel gun has

extensive detail, can be assembled in varying barrel elevations,

and the ranging scope can be positioned either deployed or

stowed. 

The kit comes with illustrated instructions, with painting and

decal placement guides, as well as decals for two vehicles, one in

tri-color camouflage and the other in overall Dunkelgelb.
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With so many kits to chose from it is hard to pick a few. 

The Junkers Ju87B-1 Stuka is the first version of the aircraft that went
into production. The Airfix kit features a detailed engine, cockpit and
gun bays that can be opened to display the detailed weapons. The
decals include markings for both a WWII version or one from the
Condor Legion of the Spanish Civil War. 

The Dragon Bergepanzer 38t Hetzer is an interesting kit of a German
anti-aircraft weapon mounted to a Czechoslovakian tank recovery
vehicle. The idea was to protect infantry troops from aircraft attack,
but there was only one vehicle produced. 
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Hasegawa has released its 1/48 Ju88A-10 (A-5 Trop)

North Africa Limited Edition kit (#HSGS7440). The Junkers Ju88

was originally conceived in 1935 as a twin-engine high-speed

medium bomber, but with many modifications, it was considered

the most versatile German warplane of World War II. The A-5 ver-

sions featured increased wing span, additional defensive arma-

ment and increased bombload. With the German Army moving

into the Mediterranean and North Africa, the A-10 Tropical variant

included engine dust filters, curtains in the cockpit for solar protec-

tion and additional crew survival gear.

The kit contains 250 light gray-green and clear parts. The

interior features nice detail, with separate pilot and gunner seats,

and plenty of ammunition drums for the many machine guns. The

surface features engraved panel lines and raised detail where

appropriate, with separate control surfaces which can be posi-

tioned as desired. The landing gear and bays are detailed consis-

tently with the heavy-duty modification for the A-5 variant. The

highlights of the kit are the two Junkers Jumo 211 engines and

their mounting structure, with multipart assembly and convincing

appearance that begs to have the cowling panels in the open

positions. 

The kit comes with illustrated instructions, with painting and

decal placement guides, as well as decals including the instru-

ments and stencils with markings for one aircraft from the

Mediterranean in 1941 and one from North Africa in 1942.

Minicraft has released its 1/72 Scale B-24D Formation

Ship (#11689). During World War II, Formation Ships were older

bombers that were no longer combat worthy, but were still capa-

ble of flight. Painted in bright colors for easy recognition, these air-

craft assisted bomber groups in assembling into formation prior to

leaving the base area for missions. All the armament was

removed, and special navigation lights were added to aid identifi-

cation by the various bomber groups.

The kit contains six sprues of parts molded in gray and clear.

The scale dictates that the interior features little detail other than

the cockpit floor and seats, with decals for the instrument panel

and seat harnesses. The engine cowlings have a one-part engine

front inserted, then the propeller is inserted and capped at the

rear. The wings do have spars that slide into the assembled fuse-

lage. 

Hasegawa has released its version of the Junkers Ju88A as a North
African limited edition kit. Considered by many to be the most versatile
aircraft employed by Germany during WWII, the Ju88 was used in
many different roles to include the tropical version that included dust
filters for the engines and extra survival gear for the crew.  
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The kit includes illustrated instructions, with painting and

decal placement guides. The main feature of this model kit is the

decal sheet, which allows for four different aircraft, two from the

466th Bomber Group and two from the 446th Bomber Group. One

of the marking options is for a B-24 from the 466th Bomber

Group, “Silver Streak,” which had almost 400 holes from flak dam-

age prior to serving as a Formation Ship.

Revell has released its 1/25 ’51 Anglia Drag Coupe kit (#85-

1269). The Ford Anglia was in production by Ford for the English

market for almost 30 years. The compact two-door coupe was

designed to be cheap transportation, with seating for four, a four-

cylinder engine and sparse amenities. In 1965, the American drag

racing team of Skip Hess and Jim “Fireball” Shores shoehorned a

Minicraft has released its B-24D Formation Ship. During WWII bomber
aircraft that were too worn out to be used in combat, but were still air-
worthy were painted in bright colors and used as formation ships for
the combat aircraft to locate and use to join into a squadron. Decals
are for four different aircraft, including Silver Streak, which had almost
400 holes from flak damage prior to being used as a formation ship. 

The Ford Anglia was designed as an inexpensive transportation for the
English market and was in production for 30 years. It soared in popu-
larity in this country when the drag racing team of Skip Hess and Jim
Shores crammed a 383 cubic inch Chevrolet engine under the hood
and the car became a crowd favorite. The Revell kit is a re-release of
the kit originally produced in 1970 and can only be built as a dragster. 
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small block 388 cubic inch Chevrolet engine into a 1951 Anglia to

race in the A/GS drag racing class. Eventually, Skip Hess took

over the team and the diminutive dragster became a crowd

favorite at tracks in Southern California.

Revell recently re-released this kit as one of their Selected

Subject Program offerings, with the original 1970 box art depicting

“Skipper’s Critter” rearing off the starting line. The kit contains 119

parts molded in white and chrome plated plastic, with a clear

styrene sheet and paper templates for cutting the windows. Also

included are four vinyl tires, two wide drag slicks for the rear and

two narrow Pirellis for the front. While the kit can only be built as a

dragster, the doors, trunk and hood all have options for open or

closed positioning. The interior is simple, with seat, floor shifter,

steering wheel and dashboard instrument panel. The V-8 engine is

nicely detailed, along with the chassis and suspension. 

The kit comes with illustrated instructions, with painting and

decal placement guides, as well as decals for one vehicle.

Trumpeter has released its 1/35 Soviet AT-P Artillery

Tractor (#09509). During the 1950s, the AT-P Artillery Tractor was

designed for use by the Soviet Union as a gun tractor for its

85mm and 100mm field guns. The AT-P had a standard artillery

tractor layout with driver and machine gunner in the front, center-

mounted engine, and enclosed cargo area in the back. It was

operational as a gun tractor through the 1960s in the Soviet Union

and other Soviet Bloc countries, and was used in other countries

as an Armored Personnel Carrier.

The kit contains the lower hull, upper hull, roof, six crates,

four sprues of plastic detail parts, two sprues of track links, one

sprue of clear parts, a fret of photoetched metal detail parts and a

length of brass wire. With only 61 links per side, and no pads or

guide horns to add, this kit would be an excellent starting point for

a modeler to learn about building individual link tracks. 

The kit comes with illustrated instructions, with a separate full

color painting and decal placement guide, as well as decals for

two different vehicles. HM

The Trumpeter Soviet AT-P Artillery Tractor is a highly detailed kit of the
Soviet gun tractor used by the Soviet Union and other Eastern Bloc
countries during the 1950s and 1960s to move 85mm and 100 mm
field guns along with personnel. With only 61 links per tread and no
pads or guide horns needed the kit is a excellent starting point for the
modeler who wishes to learn about building individual link tracks. 


